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Abstract

In a effort to keep fast reactors as an option for an eventual future utilization in
Brazil, the Advanced Studies Institute (IEAv) is coordinating a research project (called
REARA, from the Portuguese REAtores RApidos (Fast Reactors)) which aims to
establish a basic know-how in important aspects of fast reactor technology. A reference
design for the primary circuit of a 60 MWt experimental fast reactor has been completed.
Fuel pin dimensions and other data were taken mostly from PRISM and EBR-II and were
used for calculations which lead to a general core configuration. The reference design is
presently being used for testing our calculational tools, for checking different
methodologies for core calculations, etc.

The REARA reference design is presented, with emphasis in the main results and
also in the contribution given by the project team in areas such as neutronics,
thermohydraulics, etc.

1- Introduction
Brazil is a large country, with a population of more than 150 million distributed

over its 8,5 million square kilometers. The "per-capita" electricity consumption is of the
order of 1500 kWh, a value which is low when compared to most advanced countries.
About 95% of the electricity come from hydrical resources, most of them located in the
southeast region of the country. The estimated hydroelectric potential is 260 GW, from
which about 60 GW is already being used. A recent study made by the Brazilian Federal
Energy Board -ELETROBRAS-, which takes into consideration different scenarios for
economic growth and the resources available today and also the possibility of exploring
new resources, indicates that by the year 2015 the hydroelectric potential will be
exhausted and, thereafter, the demand will have to be supplied by a growing number of
thermoelectric power plants, either conventional or nuclear.

In spite of the planned participation of thermal reactors in the electricity grid- 1
PWR/Westinghouse (626 MW), already in operation and 2 PWR/KWU (1300 MW),
awaiting decision for construction- it has been felt that efforts should be made in order to
provide a sound background for a future transition to fast reactors. In 1992, after many
discussions, authorities were convinced that a long term fast reactor program should be
maintained, if Brazil wished to keep this reactor concept as an alternative for future use.
A R&D project (called REARA, from the Portuguese expression REAtor RApido, which
means Fast Reactor) was then established with the objective of having, within 25-30
years, an experimental reactor in which relevant experiments could be performed.
Although the materialization of this reactor is distant in the future and also subject to
many uncertainties, a decision has been taken to prepare its reference design to serve as
our "experimental installation" and also to be used for testing calculational tools,
checking different methodologies for core calculations and so on.
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The main objective of this paper is to present an overview of the REARA
reference design, emphasizing the main results and the difficulties encountered so far. It
is important to stress that the reference design is part of a group of fast reactor research
activities which intend to be a seed of a gradually growing program with the involvement
of other Brazilian institutions.

2- REARA Reference Design
2.1- Objectives for the Experimental Reactor

In order to provide the "decision-makers" with information that would permit a
better judgment on the future "value" of the fast reactor research project, we decided to
fix the following objectives for the experimental reactor:

• to acquire experience in fast reactor design, in component fabrication and
maintenance and in licensing, construction and operation;

• to verify the reactor inherent safety characteristics;
• to serve as an installation for R&D activities in fuel and other material testing;
• to verify the possibility of minor actinide burning and, eventually;
• to generate electricity.

In practice, this means that all efforts are to be made in this direction, which is not
to be changed. Main research activities are aimed to emphasize safety and fuel cycle
characteristics. Additional research has been performed in areas such as materials (HT-9),
uranium recovery via electrorefine techniques, shielding, etc., within a managerial
strategy of generating the maximum number of relevant results with a tight budget. We
believe this will help convincing our "decision makers" that a consolidated long-term fast
reactor R&D program will be useful not only for generating electricity, but also to
provide a sound technological basis which will reduce the gap with respect to more
advanced programs, facilitating international cooperation.

2.2- Experimental Reactor Main Characteristics
The main characteristics for the reference design were chosen in 1992, in such a

way as to benefit from the recent international experience and also from the fact that
previous Brazilian activities in fast reactors, although frustrated, have left a "seed" for
future developments. This was the main reason for selecting sodium as coolant and U-
10%Zr metallic alloys as the reactor fuel. The Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear- IEN
(Nuclear Engineering Institute, in Rio de Janeiro) has a small sodium loop (100 kW) in
operation and three others which are not mounted yet due to insufficient funding. The
Instituto de Pesquisas Energeticas e Nucleares- IPEN (Nuclear Research Institute), which
is located in Sao Paulo, had previous experience with metallic fuel for research reactors
and became strongly motivated in engaging in a challenging research towards the
development of U-Zr alloys.

The main reactor characteristics are indicated in Table 1.

2.3- Core Reference Design
2.3.1- Fuel Assemblies

The concept of the fuel assemblies for the REARA reference design was based on
the international experience, with the dimensions taken mostly from PRISM /I/. The
number of fuel pins in the assembly is 67, separated by helicoidal wire wraps and
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Table 1: Main Design Characteristics

Thermal power (MW)

Electric power (expected) (MW)

Primary operating pressure (MPa)

Core inlet temperature (° C)

Core outlet temperature (° C)

Maximum burnup (MWd/T)

Fuel type

Coolant

Primary coolant circuit arrangement

Cladding material

60

20

0.11

370

470

70000

U-10%Zr

Sodium

pool type

HT-9

arranged in a triangular matrix, forming a hexagonal set. The fuel is a U-10%Zr metallic
alloy with active length equal to 62.0 cm and having two (top and bottom) 30.0 cm nickel
reflectors.

Table 2 shows the main data for both the fuel pins and fuel assemblies.

2.3.2- Control Assemblies
In the core there are 6 control assemblies (4 primary+2 secondary). The control

material is boron carbide (B4C) enriched in 10B, with the pellets being clad in stainless
steel cylindrical tubes. In the present reference design the control assembly inserting and
withdrawing mechanisms have not been defined.

Table 3 shows the main data for both the primary and secondary control
assemblies.

2.3.3- Special Assemblies
Consideration has been given to the utilization of some types of special assemblies

distributed in the reactor core, in order to provide means of controlling neutron leakage,
protecting against loss of flow accidents, controlling the excess of reactivity and so on.
Among them we have the Gas Expansion Module (GEM), which has been tested in the
Fast Flux Test Facility (FFTF) 111 and is to be located (3 assemblies) in the active core
periphery in order to protect against loss of flow.

Table 4 shows the main data for the gas expansion assemblies.

The core arrangement which has been used for calculations 13,Al is indicated in
Figure 1. The targeted average burnup is 70 MWd/kg, which will require about 1000 days
of full power operation.
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Table 2: Main Fuel Data

Fuel assembly

Total length (mm)

Number of pins/assembly

Duct wall-to-wall distance (mm)

Duct material

Volume fractions (%)

Fuel

Sodium

Structure

3340.0

67

71.0

HT-9

41.0

37.7

21.3

Fuel pin

Fuel type

Active length (mm)

Pitch (mm)

Pitch/Diameter

Fuel diameter (mm)

Pin diameter (mm)

Cladding thickness (mm)

Cladding material

Wire diameter (mm)

Total fuel pin length (mm)

U-10%Zr

620.0

8.4

1.17

5.37

7.2

0.5

HT-9

1.2

2090.0

Table 3: Main control assembly data

Primary control/Secondary control (#)

Control material

Enrichment (% 10B)

Control follower

Volume fractions (%)

Sodium

Structure

Control

4/2

B4C

90.0

Na

40.0/94.9 (a)

22.6/5.1(a)

37.4/- (a)

Value for control inserted/Value for control withdrawn
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Table 4: Main gas expansion assembly data

Number (#)

Duct material

Inert gas

Volume fractions (%)

Sodium

Structure

3

HT-9

He or Air

94.6

5.4

2.4- Neutronics and Termohydraulics Calculations
Using cross section data from the Japanese library JFS-2 (JAERI-Fast Reactor

Group Constant Set - Version II, 70 energy groups) and the diffusion theory codes
EXPANDA (generates weighting spectrum in 70 groups and uses it to collapse cross
sections do 6 groups) and CITATION (RZ geometry, 6 energy groups), evaluation of
some reactor parameters have been performed and are indicated in Table 5. Table 6
shows results for core inventory as a function of burnup.

Table S: Main core parameters

Maximum flux (1015 n/cm^.s)

Average flux (1015 n/cm2.s)

Doppler coefficient (-TAk/AT)

Sodium void reactivity (-Ak)

1.97

1.07

7.07X10-4

3.27xlO'2

Table 6: Core inventory (kg) as function of burnup

239Vu
240Pu

Odays

391.0

-

420.0

-

-

100 days

384.0

1.229

419.0

0.733

-

200 days

376.0

2.451

417.0

1.461

0.003

500 days

354.0

6.074

414.0

3.619

0.021

800 days

333.0

9.627

410.0

6.428

0.055

1000 days

318.0

11.950

408.0

7.118

0.088
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Figure 1: Core arrangement at BOL

It is important to stress that the results which have been obtained must be
considered within the perspective of an initial reference design, useful for checking
calculational tools and methodologies. For this purpose, an independent core calculation
is being performed at the Instituto de Engenharia Nuclear - IEN (Nuclear Engineering
Institute), with no conclusive results so far, but already giving some indications of
discrepancies due to nuclear data, which are presently being investigated.

Based on data selected from the literature on EBR-II and PRISM, a set of
reference values for thermohydraulics calculations have been fixed and used for the
reference design of the primary sodium pumps and for the Intermediate Heat Exchanger
(IHX)/5/. Main characteristics of the IHX (shown in Table 7) were determined with the
computer program TCIPRO161 y which is written in C-language and runs on a PC386.
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Table 7: IHX main characteristics

Primary sodium flow rate (kg/s)

Secondary sodium flow rate (kg/s)

External radius (m)

Metal tube number (#)

Central pipe OD (m)

Total heat transfer area (m2)

Total height (m)

226.0

152,0

1.699

1397

0.311

233.0

3.859

We are now in the process of integrating important items such as core, IHX,
pumps, etc. into a simple software simulator which will be of help in performing stability
analyses and so on.

3- Concluding Remarks
Rather than investing a great deal of effort towards developing an elaborate

conceptual design for the experimental reactor, we decided to establish a simple reference
design which could be used for checking calculational tools and for testing different
methodologies. For some time in the future, the reference design will be our
"experimental installation". The transition to a conceptual design of our own will
definitely come, of course conditioned to the consolidation of the program, which will be
facilitated by the celebration of formal cooperation agreements with other institutions in
Brazil and maybe abroad.

Our past activities have put too much emphasis on the reactor itself, with a few
conceptual designs being proposed, some of them very interesting, but with no receptivity
by the Brazilian technical community. Our "decision makers", with their attention turned
to short term problems, were not impressed either. We felt it was necessary to set up a
managerial strategy which could create a compatibility between the long term objectives
and the need for short term support. For motivating the participation of other research
institutions, we have decided to emphasize the several technical challenges in areas such
as reactor safety, fuel, materials and so on, and to avoid (at least for the time being)
discussing merits of fast reactors with a community biased towards thermal reactors. For
motivating the "decision makers" we concluded that each phase of the project must
generate the maximum number of results which are not only relevant, but also which are
easy to be evaluated. In practice, this means that every result should be transformed in an
asset for larger funding. The lesson we have learned from our past experience is that we
should qualify for "big money" after demonstrating that good results can be produced
with "small money".

In order to avoid repeating the mistakes made in the past, we are now planning for
a gradual growth. The project partial objectives (and with good potential to be attained!),
including the reference design, are presently being defined as to rapidly provide a
common basis for discussions with other institutions in Brazil. The idea is to show that a
long term fast reactor program will not only result in the materialization of the reactor,
but can also generate, along its way, relevant "know-how" which can also be useful for
other sectors. This strategy is showing itself to be efficient: in 3 years the number of
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people involved jumped from 13 to about 40, which is still an insignificant participation
when looked from the viewpoint of more advanced programs. For us this signifies mat an
important seed has been sown, as judged also by the fact that now there are some
interesting research activities going on in different institutions and funding is increasing,
although still limited by the present economic problems the country is facing.

Difficulties in accessing calculational codes or nuclear data, many of them of
restricted distribution, is making us either use the existing ones (with their limitations) or
develop our own (with difficulties in qualification). The international effort towards
consolidating fast reactors as the only proven technology capable of efficient utilization
of depleted uranium and transformation of long-life transuranic waste must take this
aspect into consideration. Fast reactor activities in some developing countries, with good
potential to give small but important intellectual contributions to the fast reactor field,
eventually end up having an early termination, due to difficulties in accessing more
updated calculational tools. This may not have a simple solution, but it needs to be
discussed. The future of fast reactors in Brazil will certainly depend on our own efforts
and on our "decision makers". But, in our viewpoint, it will also depend on establishing
the grounds for an international cooperation which promotes the maximization of the
contribution that developing countries can give to the international efforts in the fast
reactor field.
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